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THE CONTINUITIES
Sun-blazened afternoon
through cold-glum air shadowless
awareness like dreans —
that much continuity through the forces
of Sunday light with the continuities
rushing in among themselves.
The space-minded dreamers frcm the stars
will haunt tonight,
haunt midnight and beyond;
it is ritual, not affliction.
In Oregon the trees loom
shadowless or shadcwed,
their own faces among branches
blown from a winter wind.
In sun or shadow the decades of them
alive one way or any other
with changing faces
because they remain the sane

like skeletons in the closet
grins everwidening.

—BILLY R. WOLFENBARGER

Glenwood, Oregon
February 17th, 1985
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THE ANNOTATED BOWERS ......... .........

(scenario)

August 10th, 1985, late

"She's obviously over
thirteen," he said...
Almost ten years ago, when
I was In hot pursuit of someone
who was half of my then age, my
then good friend Ro Nagey (one
night, after a couple of drinks)
said to Roger Bryant: "...did
you know that Bowers was Into
fucking pre-pubescent girls?"
He was, of course, Being
Cute...but a bit of the friend
ship died with that comment:
I was 32 ten years ago;
, she was the youngest person I've
■3 been Involved with. Ever. ..and
she was definitely pubescent.
Shtickes. History. Coping.

I returned this evening from the
Annual Cincinnati Fantasy Group
Picnic (originated as Bill
Cavin's largesse to those CFG
members who don't travel to
Worldcons/Nasftcs, and partake
of the CFG Suite 6 Booze there;
some of us Do Both, but I at
least have the good grace to on
occasion Voice Guilt about this
double-dipping...wh)le doing It).
Shwered. Went up to the Grill
to eat...came back and finished
typing up Al Sirois' letter.
...and that was as far as I got
...nursing a swollen and very sore right ring
that night, ten days ago. And now I am left with this
finger; not the most Important appendage on my body,
day, and only to the bottom of this column (probably
given my typing technique...but still distracting.
fortuitously For Ail Of Us) to finish up.
...trying to decide whether to a) commence typing
Joel was "Just being cute" also, and I didn't take
up more Iocs, b) start putting together the rest of
it.
as
being malicious or vengeful based on what Joel
the Issue-at-hand, c) more pressfngly, start on my
knows of my 11fe...whereas Ro, by the nature of our
titled-but-nothlng-else-to-date Nasflc 'speech', or,
relationship at the time, Knew More...and therefore had
d) simply go to bed and get more than 4 or 5 hours
much
more the capability to hurt... Now then, "being
sleep...Just to prove that I can still do it.
cute1 with my foibles and predilections Is Certainly
Welcome to Option e).
Allowable; after all, [f ( can't 'take lt‘, 1'11 have
Wherein The Author Describes How He Attempted To
to take back a third of what I say, corflu out half of
Impale A Hurtling Volleyball On The Tip Of His Finger
what I write...and retract everything I say about Naomi
--And Failed Miserably.
In these pages... I am a Public Performer: by doing
I didn't go to the Picnic last year...but two
this fanzine, by writing of the things I care about,
years ago I Impressed some people (and, notlcably, my
by engaging In Public Displays of Affection...my right
self) with a display of my hlthertofore weII-hidden
to 'privacy' is less than if I didn't Do These Things.
athletic prowess. ...not a world-shaking event; I am
...but that doesn't mean that certain subjects
both taller and less overweight than the average fan.
aren't more sensitive than others.
But the mean age of the others In that particular
I like women. A lot. My best friends are women.
fannlsh ritual
" * volleyball
** ■ “ game was half mine, and most
My building of my own self-image, was a slow pro
of them don't smoke. (Of course I'd spent a fair bit
cess. St HI not Invincible, where I'm at today was
of time that year engaged In the solitary vice of
accomplished with the help of a number of special womdn.
putting a silly basketball through the silly hoop at
•iome of whom I’ve bean Involved with sexually, but flffl
the end of my silly driveway...)
not any more. Some of whom the posslbllty has never
Two years later, and somewhat wiser (the rim ts
come up. Some of whom I have 'hopes' for, but...
netless, the basketbeli somewhat deflated) In the ways
And yet, I do sometimes wonder...
of the world, but not as Physically Fit, nevertheless
Why Is It, other than the 'first', I've never been
when midafternoon It was suggested that a volleyball
involved with-anyone older than myself? Why is It that
game was In order, I, of course, returned to the Field
of Honor (even If at a different park; Fannlsh License) when, rationalizing the failure of my marriage, the fact
• that.she was six years younger than I figured prominentiy
After all, I don't ptay Trivial Pursuit, and my con
...and in the interveanlng eleven years, everyone (let's
versational skills are less than legendary. The fact
not quibble about mere months.,.) I've been Involved
that It was 90 plus (humidity also) a mere trifle.
with is a decade my Junior? Usually more.
The fact that the Instigators of the game were
I do think about these things. I have a theory of
mostly young women, the merest of coincidences.
why This Is So for every day I've been alive. I worry
...and I stove my finger on the first ball over
about It. But not overmuch.
the net, but persevered; and having served Its purpose
As I keep saying...! Just don't "card" people...
as lead-in, It Is hereby retired to throbbing quies
Shtick? Of course.
cence...
History? I have some: El I Ison-numbers, no...but
As the game progressed and I began to examine the
more than my wildest adolescent fantasies.
sum of my knowledge on heat strokes (and besides, who
Coping? I do, you know.
wants to Impress Carol Forste anyways), It came my
So. Why this? Now?
turn to serve.
Maybe I am Coming of Age. Maybe I'm trying to
The first two were successful; basically since
communicate
with one special person. Maybe I'm Just
the other side was equally as Inept as 'my' team, all
spacefilling. Probably a combination...and more.
I had to do was get the ball over the net. As I pre
The "waitIng-for-Megen" routine...
pared for my third 'go', I noticed, out of the corner
The "older than thirteen" acrosi-the-net comments.
of my eye, that someone was traversing the walkway
The... Well, It occurred to me that some 'bits'
from the swimhouse to one of the pavilions. My serve
play better In the Midwest than, possibly, elsewhere...
ended up going dead toward Tier...said direction having
For the Record: While flirting with S.Y.T.'s ts a
approximately as much to do with the net and our game
lot of ,fun, I do prefer women.
...as 'sequentiality does with Bowers-wrltIngs.
* n®ver did catch that slxteen-year-old.
Naturally.
Niti MH tM 6M HHiUMJiH I it if Ml
Everybody laughed... It was that obvious, and it
broke the tension of the tightly fought game, practiced
Somehow I'have the feeling John W. Campbell, Jr. never
by teams of crack athletes (we weren't keeping score).
had to write an 'editorial' quite like this. But then,
Then. Joel Zakem said, from across the net, "—but
he probably never knew any of the women I've known...
she's too old for you, Bill.'*
,, *
know for a fact that he never played a CFG
I should have known better. I always should have
volleyball game with Joel Zakem. And Carol Forste...
known better. ...I Inquired:
.His loss...
— BZ£C BcweJiA, B/20/B5

How long will you stare at a blank sheet of paper before suspecting that “Fanwriter’s Block” is your best topic?
/
In my very own history I have witnessed great fanwriters become disconcerted
or distressed after having been pressed for material. ’’Christ, now I’ll have to
find something to write about!” They moaned a lot, but usually came through. It
was easier having something they wanted to write about than to go out looking for
something, though everyone would wish them well on the hunt. Sometimes I witnessed
writing which showed that they came back without bagging anything, yet even so the
writing was something you wanted to read. Nobody ever said that fanwriting was
always going to be easy, and if they did they must have been on something.
Easy or not, there’s nothing anyone can do to properly defile paper until
they’ve got something to write about. Some people find that ideas usually come
easily, some have to troll for their ideas, and others must mount major expeditions
or excrete bricks.
Of course, fans don’t sit down to write without an idea in mind, usually, but
sometimes staring at blank paper helps. At least, it does if you come up with an
..idea before blood begins to bead on your forehead. If the process often gets that
far Along, you need a hobby more relaxing than fanwriting, like maybe weightlift
ing or taking notes toward a unified field theory.
Ed Cox never sweat blood in coming up with qomethlpg to write about, because
he sidestepped the process altogether. He rarely started out with anything to
write about. Ed Cox writes by digression. Strange segues abound in his material.
He’ll sometime® type something, note a typo, and then talk about the typo. That
leads him to something else which leads him to something else which eventually
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leads him to complete what he is writings which might best be described as a piece
of writing X-yards long. It's great. Denny Lien has more than a bit of that in
him, as well, and there are a lot of others who have at least a touch of it. Some
fine stuff can be created in material written by digression, whether or not the
method is anything you have an opinion on or a feel for. After all, the method
creates only structure (or, if you prefer, lack of structure), and says nothing
about the nitty gritty of content.
Columns, editorials, nattering -- are often polygraphs. Collections of short
topics. It’s often easier to write a .polygraph than a monograph, despite requir
ing more things to write about, because it's often harder to be readably expansive
on a single topic. I'll give you an example. I'm a tennis freak; a weekend
hacker and a follower of pro tennis. I take all the time and rabid enthusiasm
that otherwise sensible people waste on such sports as football and baseball, both
of which bore me into catatonia, and waste it on tennis. I Haye been known to de
vote one or five paragraphs to talking about tennis, and get aWay with it. I
would likely not get away with devoting an entire article to the subject. At
least, not in fandom. Not even by playing up the fan-related aspects, such as
playing tennis with other fans, playing tennis during a Cinsanity Fantasy Group
picnic (the players and the ants are the scheduled entertainment), and even play
ing tennis during a convention (on Sunday morning, when most fans are either still
asleep or wishing they could commit suicide by guillotine). Well, I might get away
with it, but that and entertaining perhaps five other people would be the best I
could hope for. Better to sneak in a few paragraphs now and again, and hunt for
three or four other short topics to bury it in.
Articles are monographs. Single subjects. The proposition of writing an
article gives new meaning to the expression: "Christ, now I'll have to find some
thing to write about I"
The easiest fannish things to write are those which, in the choosing, auto
matically provide you with your subject matter: reviews, trip or convention re
ports, and mailing comments. You would think that with the subject so easily
provided a fanwriter could expend all creative juices on the actual writing. I
mean, the fanwriter already has a leg up. A head start. A foot in the door.
With all this anatomy getting a free ride, you'd think this type of material
would generally turn out better than It does. Well, we've all ready excellent
reviews and trip & convention reports and mailing comments, but proportionately
we've read more good material elsewhere. Why? Because the common tendency, if
something starts easy, is to go along for a . ree ride. How many fans.do you know
who rewrite fanzine reviews or mailing comments, forinstance?
The dilemma of what to write about produces some interesting psychological
machinations. There is, for example, the question of desire or need. Where do
you find one or the other directed? Is desire or need attached to the writing
itself, to the topic, to the faneditor you've promised something to, to the zine
you want to write for, to the general feeling of obligation that you must continue
doing this sort of thing to retain your sense of fanhood?
The commitment to write can sometimes serve to change your perspective. It
can be interesting, amusing, intriguing to enthrall yourself with the idea of
fanwriting. Once obligated, it can be challenging, frustrating, annoying, and
Intrusive to actually face the execution of your commitment. A lark can turn into
a pain-ln-the~ass right before your eyes, and all it takes is an utterance along
the lines of: “Yes, I'd love to write something for your fanzine."
The really interesting thing is that few fanwriters recall the pain of commit
ment the next time they consider how much fun it would be to "write something" for
the next slick-talking faneditor who taps them on the shoulder. Realization comes
afterward, as evidenced by "Christ, now I’ll have to find something to write about!"
And there are fans who get desperate. Not Ed Cox, who chug-a-lugs a beer,
closes hla eyes, plunges a finger into the keyboard, and begins a stream-of-con
sciousness masterpiece of digression. Not Ted White, who makes this stuff up as
he goes along (I even remember a White article where he talks about fanzines print
ed on the color blue). Not Eric Mayer, who might become famous someday ("ah, yes,
I knew him when-), and can then retroactively justify his fannish existence as a
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vehicle for having created his autobiography on a piecemeal basis. Not Dave Lang*
ford, who reports his and Brltfandom’s current events as though they all took
place in The Twilight Zone. Not Bill Bowers, who challenges his future self to
understand the nuances of what he's writing about now (and, if he does understand
it, he reprints the item). Not Bob Tucker, who knows so much about 2000 years of
fandom that the problem is not what to write about but which to write about. Cer
tainly not Harry Warner, who wrote in volumn for a living and shares the same
lovely problem as Bob Tucker, and who also is unable to create a thought without
getting a good article out of it. Not Lon Atkins, who has a natural gift and can
create an enjoyable article even out of a receipe he created when faced with a
larder which contained only a spice rack and half-a-caii of leftover catfood.
And a few others.
The rest of us have to sweat a little.
My own style of writing may be viewed in whatever manner you care to see it,
but the technique is best described as "shit a word". 1 have been observed to sit
for an entire hour with no relevant movement other than the addition of a comma.
Another hour might then pass with no registered movement except for the excision
of the comma, which I might put back in after an additional hour of considering
the proposition. Shit a punctuation, even.
Of course, 1 recall a oneshot session where 1 was inspired by some magic of
the moment. When my turn came along, I sat down and began typing at cruising
speed. It was all there to be said, and all 1 had to do was get It out. At about
86 words per minute.
Lon Atkins, who was drinking out in the living room, hollered outs "ShitA-Word, indeed!" I called backs "I have diarrhea!"
1 include this little story just to maintain my quality of image with Jerry
Kaufman.
But too often we have to sweat a little, wrestling a topic from the ether.
So many of us have to cope with this situation that within fandom we have a whole
body of fanwriting created by a process known as 'elevating the trivial*. Impor
tant topics, or at least traditional ones, such as sex, religion, politics, and
akiffy, are usually relegated to theapas where occasionally someone will devote
a paragraph or two of mailing comment to one of them. Here in general fanzine
fandom we elevate the trivial, usually out of necessity. If we had something
important to talk about, we probably wouldn't be here, or at least we wouldn't
sweat finding a topic to write about. It is fortunate, then, that there is much
of a trivial nature which can be elevated. Most all of it, actually.
Even so, it isn't easy.
How long will you stare at a blank sheet of paper before suspecting that
"Fanwriter's Block" is your best topic?

Introduction
In 1944 Anthony Boucher Wrote the two earliest science-fiction limericks.
the Galactic Patrol:
5P6.CILS esrft8L.(Sw£b SUPK.SCAENtlHA. CnltUlAfnoH$i wehT
INTO
WHERE WE MET
AND JOINED INTO A bAUW
EOLONmNl/ MEbA-bCCltTC
... PHD ALL I/JHH&JT ANY
rnWULAW ORbPiHS1.

Both are about

A galactic patrolman from Venus
Had a hyper-extensible penis.
Of al I forms of 11fe
Which he'd taken to wIfe
He preferred a mere woman, from meanness.
—G. Legman, the CiffieHch, No. 358

The sex of the asteroid vermin
Is exceedingly hard to determine.
The galactic patrol
Simply fucks any hole
That will possibly let all the sperm In.
—Ibid.t No. 359
The identification of Boucher’s authorship is made in G. Legman’s the New Cimerick.
Note on No. 2656 (pp. 680-81).
Whatever Boucher’s intention, these limericks suggest an unfinished survey of the
solar system: (Mercury), Venus, (the Earth), (Mars), the Asteroids, (Jupiter)... (The
only appropriate title for the second one is a title that has been used several times in
fandom: "Up Your Asteroid I") Whether or not Boucher wrote any others about the Galactic
Patrol is not known; therefore, neither is it known whether or not he wrote any in which
galactic is really used for other than metrical reasons, in which the episode gets away
from the local star.
At any rate, the concept of the Galactic Patrol seemed too good to leave on the
shelf. The following limericks are, in general, less sexual than Boucher’s two, for I
get bored with repetitions of sexual material. (In my earlier days I probably would
have produce more.)
It is worth mentioning that Boucher did write three or four other science-fiction
limericks, none involving the Patrol here under consideration. In his period of editing
The Magazine.
Fawtaby and ScZenae Fixation, under the pseudonym of Herman W. Mudgett,
he published two which were appropriately mild for the F8SF of that period: "There was a
young man of Cape Norn" (no title, August 1951) and "The Glass of the Future" (January
1955). Boucher and his early co-editor, J. Francis McComas, once Issued a correction on
a cover error as a limerick plus a couplet: "Department of Abject Apology" (FiJSF, October
1953); it is not exactly what is meant by an SF limerick, obviously. Another bawdy sci
ence-fictional limerick by Boucher, "A young man. of Novorosslck" (no title), appears in
both of Legman’s collections, the Cimerick, No. 1204, and the New Cimerick, No. 2636,
with a note on the latter verse identifying the author. Finally, and furthest removed
from the point, Boucher published a bawdy short-short story in a 1955 fanzine which was
titled "Khartoumt a prose limerick"; it also has nothing to do with the Galactic Patrol,
but it., does indicate how much the limerick as a content genre meant to Boucher.
One acknowledgement should be made. Two of the following limericks--the visits to
Aquaria—were suggested by a letter from Ruth Berman about mermaids. Both Ruth and my
wife probably would appreciate an emphatic statement that the inspiration was purely
epistulary. And it was.
So far as I know, Boucher’s two limericks were never copyrighted, so I assume that
my—and any other—imitations may be done freely...in homage to that many-sided man.
VAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVA9AVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVA9AVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAV J.R*C«

THE Galactic PATROL

by Joe R. Christopher
A VISIT TO AQUARIA

THE COLLAPSED STAR

On an extra-galactlc-long hitch
A patrolman deva loped an itch.
To a mermaid he cried,
"Roll over! i‘H elide—•'
She showed him four holes—what was which?

From a Black Holt's extreme gravity
A galactic patrolman broke free—
"Our hero, tell now
How eascaped It, how,
Just simply, "I wtp^d It,"

ANOTHER VISIT TO AQUARIA
A galactic patrolman who'd do It
With a mermaid had cause soon to rue It—
Sha locked In the key
White mating at saa:
So clamping him, dove she Into It.

THE B.EX, THE BABE
“WITHOUT THE BUM
A galactic patrol less named Kim
Was embraced by a tenacied BEH.
"How soft are his suckers"—

SOMEWHERE ZZAR, ZZAR AWAY
A Three-Limerick Sequence
The Galactic Patrol thought to win
The devilish war with the Zain:
They blasted their star
And their planet named Zaar—
As If bombs could destroy all of sin.

The Zzlnful replied of a kind:
They blasted the Earth from a blind,
As If they shot ducks
With lasers deluxe—
Such » bird Is too burnt If one dined.
The moral is truthful but grim—
"One does t'others what they do to him."
For Natural Law
Such lessons does draw—
Or It would, If a reader would skim.
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BETELGEUSE BLUES
An attractive young beetle of Betelgeuse
Had an orifice filled high with fetal Juice
By galactic patrolman,
Said she, "Sure as my soul, man,
I'm an egg-laying mama from Betelgeuse."

WHILING AWAY TIME
ON THE TRIP TO SIRIUS
A galactic patrolman from Pluto
Seld, "My level of thought’s reached a plateau:
So I’ll read Aristotle
On long trips with a bottle-A symposium worked well for Plato."

IN THE MANNER OF EDWARD LEAR
The galactic patrolmen were young
And notably handsomely hung;
But when they got older.
Their passions grew colder-They retired from the woyk of the young.

BOYS WILL BE BOYS
Sine* sexual aggression and vlolence-That Is, raping and killing with high lance-Are interrelated
It seemed to be fated
The galactic patrol would keep silence.

THE PROBLEM WITH UN FALLEN WOMEN:
A Hyperiimerick with a Hyperrhyme
*

00*) •

White visiting Perelandra,
A galactic patrolman met Sandra.
"Hey, girlie, let's screw
Tor the next hour or two--"
She rejected his offer with candour:
"Hey, boy, let's pray
For the rest of today,
For your problem's of will, not glandular."
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HYPERSPACING THROUGH HEAVEN:
A Three-Limerick Sequence
The galactic patrolship went hyper:
Outside of Its portholes* sans wiper,
Were angels bestrewn,
Great God on Hts throne,
And harpists galore—with one piper.
When traveling faster than light,
The galactic patrol saw one sight:
Wherever It Jumped,
One secret was dumped-God has a long beard which Is white.

THE GALACTIC PATROL'S
ADVENTURES ON WONDERLAND:
Five Episodes
I.

Conventional believers were pleased,
Non-ChrlstIans were angered or teased-The galactic patrol
Took plx through porthole
Of God as hypotheselzed.

The. Beginning

Thundering down from the sky,
The Galactic Patrolshlp drew nigh:
It landed and, then,
Disgorged of Its men—
A walstcoated Rabbit ran by.
II.

A Uh>*d in Time

A Galactic Patrol less named Alice
Said, “Sir Caterpillar, be uncallous-*
I love--what d'you callfour hookah! that's 811!“
(All limerick readers thought "phallus".)
HI. In the Pucheti'i Kitchen

Said the Cheshire Cat with a grin,
"It's madness for you to come In—
The Galactic Patrol
Can control fumarole,
Gut pepper gets under your skin."
IV.

The NeveA-Ending Meat

h Galactic Patrolman drank tea
And conversed with the Dormouse, on dit,
Of much of a muchness,
Of such of a suchness
Of a sky-bound tea’tray's aoogee.

V.

- V-V.
f t
Ik the Midit
Cftoquet

'

■«

*'

K TRADITIONAL DISCOVERY
(in a different tradition):
A Hyperiimerick
With a tachyon drive tn Its back,
A galactic patrolshlp went whack!
It leapt across space
In e race beyond pace,
And all light was then lost In Its track;
But somehow a glimmer
Of heavenly shimmer
Revealed for them God through a crack;
The crewmen, amazed,
Just gazed and Just gazed.
For the rest of their thuaek! In that hack.
"0 galactic patrol,
What saw through porthole?"
Said one, "To begin with, She's black,"

The Queen shrieked, "Off with his head.'"—
The Axeman then chopped the man dead—
The Galactic Patrol
Was shucked to its soul,
For Its Captain it was that there bled.

EPILOGUE: For a Kunbue melody
A galactic patrolman named Bill
Wrote limericks shaped by his skill.
On voyages that thrill us,
Ha wrote them for Phyllis—
To sing to a Hartlan quadrille.

NO

TIME

LIKE

THE

by Jodie Offutt

FUTURE

~

~

"GO OCT AND LOOK AT THE TWINS, JODIE!" Avenelle said. I was at the post office where I
walk nearly every day, chatting with our postmaster. The woman in the car that had lust
pulled up was holding two blue bundles, one in each arm. Jennifer and Ashley three
weeks old. I marvelled at their smallness and alikeness, gave some attention*to their
4-ypar-old big brother in the back seat, then asked if they were identical.
"We don’t know," she said.
"Don’t know? How come?" She said that Louise, the doctor who’s been delivering
fSdXu <oh.C°Unty f°r °Ver fOrty yearS' Said they’d have t0 Make soffle blood tests to
j JacLin«tIieJ?ost
1 asked Avenelle why the hell don't they know if the twins
udf?tica1' p*®*6 wa® either one or two placentas, right? Isn't that how it works?
The babies were bom in the hospital and you'd think/somebody would have kept track of
whether a pair of twins was fraternal or identical.
P
We couldn't figure it out.
A few days later I saw Louise and Suzie, her nurse, at a party.

.....................................
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’’Suzie, I want to know something about the twins that were born to the folks in
Haldeman. Why don’t they know if they’re identical?"
Suzie said that she and Louise weren’t there at the time and when she looked at the
chart, it was blank on the subject. The blood tests, she said, were pretty expensive
and these people don’t have the money to pay for them..
Back at the post office, Avie had found out that Louise hadn’t delivered the babies,
a midwife had. Maggie the Midwife. These twins were not expected; there had been no
reason for an ultrasound since the pregnancy was normal. However, it doesn’t matter who
was in the delivery room, obstetrician, midwife or GP; she should have had the presence
of mind to check the afterbirth. Especially in a modem hospital, especially today when
our society is so preoccupied with genetics, statistics, and biochemistry.
We’re still puzzling over that. How many years before we know by looking whether
those little girls are identical or fraternal?
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I’VE BEEN ON JURY DUTY since the first of the year.
I’ve been to the courthouse three times. The first day the juries were chosen.
They needed a panel for the grand juiy, two for district court and one for the circuit
court from the 22S people called. All our names were put into a cigar box, then drawn,
one by one. Mine was one of the last eight names out of the box and the judge said we’d
be called only if there was a murder trial or some other biggie that might be difficult
to empanel, or if a lot of jurors were on vacation at the same time.
The second time I had received a letter telling me to report. When I got there the
trial had been postponed. Sure enough, it was a murder. A fellow had killed a seven
year-old girl when he was fifteen, but was tried as an adult. A higher court had ruled
a mistrial because he was still a juvenile at the time.
Maybe they are going to try him as a juvenile, now that he is twenty-one. I don’t
know. At any rate his home county had balked at paying for the psychiatric tests and
evaluations he’d had; the bills amounted to two or three thousand dollars. The trial
was postponed while they argue that one out.
The third and last time I reported for duty, the trial involved a man who had been
accused of sodomy with a ten-year-old. His stepson. Once again, my name wasn’t pulled
from the cigar box and I didn’t have to serve.
Several people I know were on the Jury, including one woman who is in her late
sixties and a spinster. Mae works as a clerk in a store owned by friends of ours. Mae
is somewhat... trying to her co-workers, and as many times as I’ve bpen in and out of
that store over the years, she has yet to remember my name. "That woman was in here
looking for you, Ann."
I really question whether Mae knows what sodomy is. I fantasized somebody—the
judge, one of the attorneys or perhaps a fellow juror--explaining it to her, and Mae’s
reaction. I couldn’t decide whether she’d have a shocked or blank look on her face.
The other day I was in Roses out at the shopping center during their grand reopen
ing. I was watching somebody dressed as a Care Bear either scare or thrill little
children—and there was Mae,
"How did that trial come out, Mae? I’ve been out of town and haven’t seen the
paper."
Well, it was a hung jury. It seems that the kid is fourteen years old now and says
he lied when he was ten. Some of the jurors believed him and some didn't.
Now I think I've got this part right. Mae is a little vague sometimes. (Make that
usually.) The child has been living with his father, and his mother and step-father are
now separated or divorced. When the trial was over, the mother came into the court room
and cut a shine (Mae's words). She said she wanted to see her son, who has been living
with his father (Are you following all this?), and when the judge said she’d have to get
a lawyer, she looked at her ex-husband (the most current one as I understand it) and
said, "I should have killed you when I had the chanee!" And she went out and slammed
the door.
The judge told the deputies to bring her back, at which time he charged her with
contempt of court and sentenced her to ten days. She cut another shine and he gave her
thirty days.

By the time the case comes to trial mom will be an ex-con. and the kid will probably
be twenty-one and won't remember a thing.
r
I couldn't bring myself to ask Mae if she knew what sodomy is. but she told me she
thought he was guilty.
□ D □

WE'VE ALWAYS CALLED THE HOUSE at the foot of our hill the tesserae house. It’s a small,
frame house that seems to have so many people living in it. (Our daughter, Scotty,
wrote a story for an English assignment when she was in high school that involved her
going into this house and every time she rounded a comer or went into a room, there
was another room--and another and another! It was indeed a tesserae house and every
body in it wore name tags.) The only thing constant about the place is its principal
owners, Roy and—I don't know his wife's name.
One time when you go by the clothesline is full of diapers. The next time teen-age
size jeans line it. Still again, it is loaded with toddlers' clothes. Children of all
ages are there at all different times. Same with the vehicles: pickups, wagons, cars —
always four or five of each and always different.
Roy calls me Young Lady, and we pass the time of day when I'm on my walk: "You're
gonna'get rained on. / It's gonna' be another hot one. / Cooled off some, didn't it?"
Roy may well be younger than I. He's one of these wiry, weathered country men who could
be anywhere between 35 and 55 years of age. Roy doesn't work: he's got a "bad back" and
draws a veteran's pension. He tends a garden, his animals and, from time to time, his
grandchildren.
The animals! Did I mention the animals? It's a regular McDonald's farm down there.
The livestock population is as varied as the human and vehicle. At various times I've
seen horses, turkeys, pigs, guinea fowl, cows, ducks, chickens, a goat, and of course, a
constant turnover of dogs and cats. This is not a large piece of property. The house
with the the garden to its right covers about an acre, and another Uj acre or so of
field is to the left. A small bam sits behind the house and the property ends just
beyond the bam where it backs up to a hill. (Most all property in this part of Kentucky
backs up to a hill.) Every now and then a kid or a dog will decide to chase a pig or
one of the fine feathered friends and you can hear the noise all over our hill.
As I walked by the other night I noticed a cow—a plain, ordinary brown cow—stand
ing in the field. Beside her,a horse. Now this is no Kentucky thoroughbred; it's the
kind you find on farms in the country. A work and riding horse. I've seen this horse
pulling a hand plow in the garden and I've seen Roy riding it on the road. (A lot of my
neighbors ride horses and I have to be constantly on the lookout as I walk my three
miles to avoid getting horseshit on my tennies.) It has brown and white markings, not
too unusual for this type of horse.
Right beside the cow and horse—and this is what made me stop and stare—was a
baby. Well, I call it a baby because I didn't know whether it was a calf or a foal. It
had the exact markings of the horse, but sure did look like a calf. And there they
were, the three of them together. Now anybody who lives in Kentucky should know a
Itorse when she sees one, and I do* I do! Let me tell you, though, it sure was; dis
concerting looking at that trio! I finally decided it was a calf because it had a long
skinny tale instead of a hairy one. The brown cow, the brown and white horse, and the
brown and white calf.
I'll tell you what: it was the strangest family I ever saw, and we won't know for
sure until that calf/foal grows up.

. And that's the news from Eastern Kentucky....
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August 4th, 1985 — a date that will mean little to
you when you encounter it somewhere in the depths of
OutWcrMt 46 — but for me, stranded here in the
present vs. your past, it is a Sunday afternoon: The
remaining copies of OH 44/45 are enveloped, stamped
and ready to mail, Spaeacon A Rivercon have come and
went. ..and I have precisely three weeks in which to
Write a 'speech' (easy for you to sayt), Go Home for
a family reunion, keep at the fob I 'quit ' four times
in the space of a week, live life in my copius free
time and, oh yen... 'do' this fanzine in such a manner
that I don’t end up collating it on the flight to
Austin. So let's see how good I really am, in this
my 143rd 'publication'...which also serves as the
84 th Anniversary Bowerezine.,.
...when I left you last, a little over two weeks ago,
I somehow forgot to mention, before I fell off the
bottom of Pago 1.550, that Jeanne's letter did not
wrap up all those on file... But, somehow, you knew
that, didn't you...? Continuing then, re: 0W43---JOE R» CHRISTOPHER ........................ .. ............................... .............

The reprint of OulMMdA ? was
Intriguing; Just think, with the 20th Annlsh we can
expect all at OufiWtfdb I, and I cannot Imagine what
will happen with the ?.5th Annlsh--perhaps you will
produce bound sets of all Issues until that time." (Or
perhaps you wilt Just produce those missing 4o pp. of
letters, perhaps double-numbered so they fit both
1061-1100 and whatever total you're up to by thenn)
Ah, the possibilities of your Inventiveness are
endless.
Brad Foster's alphabet (or OWphabet) was de
lightful. What It needed was some sort of nonsense
alphabet of rhymes (like those Edward Lear did) to go
with It. Could one collect enough sclence-fIctlonsl
beasties to complete an alphabet?
H is for Htirkle, a happy beast . . .
Or perhaps someone could write a series of verses
on the major figures In the field of SF:
C is for Campbell, whose Golden Age . . .
Or maybe even, as might befit O&tWcMdA* tra
dition even more, an alphabet based on fannlsh terms:
S Is for Sian, as fen all wish . . .
(I seem to be producing nothing but tetrameter
lines: I think that was what Lear used.)
Tour comment about convincing Lowndes to continue
his column suggests this Issue is not a momentary shift
to the Public Berniers but that you're going to continue
0W in that mode for a while. Or maybe half and half
Issues? At any rate, I expect we’re In for some
Interesting rollercoaster rides.
By the way, my son phoned from his college up In
Iowa.about a week ago. Besides the usual complexities
of college life, he also said that he was planning to
move off-campu? Into a 5d-Ff House next year. I had
visions of Sian Shacks replacing dorms. But It turned
out that he meant Sct-Fhl: a rented house with science
and philosophy majors. *slgh* Ah well, he doesn't
read much SF anyway.
(3/15/85)

...welt, Joe, you have your children to provide life's
rollercoaster rides.. .and I have my fanzine to depict
mine in. I wonder which of us is getting off cheapest?

RICHARD BRANDT......... .. .................... .. ................................... ,,,,

I'm all for your reprinting alt the past
Issues of 0W In your forthcoming publications; of
course, you'll probably require that we loc all the
Issues on their second, appearance; but what price a
complete run, eh? (Seriously, I see your ilstomanla
was still intact; but how many first-volume Bowers
Indices are generally available, right?)
More comments on "Mystery Women", I see. I still
think you handled those entries welt: as I read your
intent, the subject’s Identity should have been obvious
to anyone who already knew, and Irrelevant to the rest
of us. (Those snoops.)
My, don't you think Benford and Coleman would be
interested to see the changes that have taken place In
SF in media since 1975........
More people talking about their kids. I seem to
get along okay with children, as long as they're some
body else's (e.g., as long as It's for an endurable
length of time; and I can always say, "Lady, come get
your kid, he's starting to be a nuisance..."). I
suppose being a parent Isn't something I have to worry
about In the foreseeable future... the trouble Is, the
foreseeable future Is gone real quick...
Is Cincinnati any closer to Texas then the Napa
Valley? Hmmm... (You could ask one of the Mystery
Women;)
Oh, quite Interested to see you were involved In
N'APA and the N3F pubs for a while; I haven't been tn
N'APA for quite a while, but I still send checks to
Lola Andrew and get thetr other publications, which
have seen some changes recently, but probably haven't
changed substantially since your Interregnum...
Love that Brad Foster. Tog bad most of the Hugo
voters won't have seen hts work. (All best wishes to
Alexis Gilliland, but don't artists who are seen In
SFReuZeW and the prozlnes have a recognizability
edge?) (No, actually, all my best wishes go to Brad,
again.) Good pieces by Al, Railroad, and Ooc Lowndes,
long may he resume.
(rac'd 6/16/85)
...actually, you could. Ask one of the Mystery Women
that question, that is. The Other One could probably
care less, but then she's coming from a totally
different direction: from Her I received a birthday
card (postmarked Cita del Vaticano), the cover of which
asks me "R&nsttber all of the aggravation I caused you?"
...and the inside informs me, "I'm almost done." Oh,
yes, I Believe. Have I any choice...? V Actually, even
thb recent mentions of 'mystery women' has been moreor-less restricted to Two...two others showed up at
Rivercon, last weekend. Or was that three...? I'm
beginning to get confused, myself. Perhaps it *a time
to check the list? Ho... no, can't do that (^
11 Okay, enough of that: Ies,
I m having fun, and yes, all-those-refereneed are
getting the famine, and yes, they're All still talking
to me.. .o^ were: I've seen all-but-one in the past six
Weeks (and the odd one called)—but it isn’t fair to
all the rest. So I'll be discreet for a page or three.
t .. .besides, I have the feeling time is running out:
I mean it only took my astute XznoLCth readership three
years to figure out "F.H.F."... « "...Bill Bowers:
Editorial Spacefilling~to~the-bottom-of-a-Page" — a
recently acquired skill. Wordy, ain't he?
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BRAD W FOSTER ........... ..........................................

Woof! Impressive Issue you got there.
Referring of course to A3. I tell you, what I like
most about It Is just flipping through, looking at the
variety of material and layouts you've put into this.
But Instead of looking clumsy, It all works together,
a difficult feat to pull off, but one you've done here
(and have done quite well tn most all Issues of OW).
Thanks for running the complete alphabet on the
Inside covers. Interesting to see them reduced down
and grouped like that. And like your play on the
title with "OWphabet", very clever!
...got anyone tn mind for the cover on Issue AG?
I don't normally get so pushy about getting to do
covers, but t think It's kind of interesting to have
hit every third Issue since #34 and want to see hew
long we can continue that! Since the last two I've
done were more "cartoon" oriented, like to try another
slight change again—up for a "cheesecake" type, some
thing combining a sexy lady and the hardware-sf like
the cover of #34? Certainly nothing as outrageous? as
the fold-out HTT cover (that was a special project},
probably not eVen any bare boobs-r-buns, but
definitely sexy. Interested?
Enjoyed the Martin piece, having just finished
his ARMAGGEDD0N RAG; nice to get some personal Info
on the author. (Fine book, too!)
That number Tucker gave for the recorded message
was certainly fascinating--! gave It a shot, of course.
Bit cooler In there today, only 87®, but everything
else seems the same.. Of course, now that I've heard
It, I want to know Just what the hell It Is all about.
Ask Bob to give with the Info oh that one!
I think the Lowndes column was fascinating, and
certainly feel that It fits Into OW Just fine; keep
them coming.
I was a bit put off at times with the "SF and
Media" Interview until I got to the end to find out it
had al I been done 13 years ago! 1 mean, I kept wonder
ing how they could Ignore so many things of the past
few years tn their discussions. Very confusing; wish
you'd nailed down that date before the Interview
started.
Funny starting to read that reprint of the "first"
OufitkMdt, and then to find a flashback within this
flashback. Are we surreal yet?
(1/88/85)

Grant Canfield used to do a fanning titled MaitepctpeA..
The 2nd issue 'a cover contained a blown-down version
of Cover #2, The 3rd issue contained...! don’t recall
exactly how many issues it lasted.. .but it became
interesting. I, on the other hand, attempt to "draw"
with words. How am I doing so far? f You certainly
have a "contract" for every 3rd ish—my pleasure...!

o
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I read
43 very quickly and only
after finishing It did I realise how marvellously It
had been put together: different typestzes, page lay
outs, those great alphabet letters ... like all good
things It looks effortless until you see...
As Is usual when reading the writing history of a
published writer (such as George R.R. Martin), I kept
getting the feeling I SHOULD HAVE DONE THAT WHEN I WAS
HIS AGE,..or something similar; as If mirroring the
steps that created GRRM-the-wrl ter would produce ICthe-same, but It doesn't. (Actually I went one better
than him tn producing a story for projects where
stories shouldn't be; specifically, I used a science
fiction story as part of my degree course thesis—and
passed. [Just.J Looking back, how on earth I had the
gall to submit the future history of mathematics as a
romantic space epic of political skullduggery is quite
beyond me. Maybe firing squads weren't In that year?
Of course, I should have kept a copy and submitted It
somewhere—but who knew what would be reasonable...)
(I also had exactly the same experience with a sub
mitted story; I sent two; didn't hear a word for a year;
phoned, was told they had lost them both; then they
phoned back and said Why No ft Wasn't Lost At All, We
Published It Last Month, sorry about that...was I
wl11 Ing to sei 1 it to them? And they'd changed editors
In the meanwhile, and It was all his fault, and... Yup,
I do mirror GRRM's career to a great extent; all except
the last ten years...) Pity I don't like his fiction,
his fan writing and speeches are as good as anything
I've ever read.
(p. 1472) I really don't think my comments on
feminism and children (?) are controversial; others
may disagree with me, but I don't see it as any big
deal. Challenged, I still maintain that 'humanity'
being bl-sexua! as a species Is defined In terms of a
male-female pair, preferably of roughly the same age
so that both are fertile; beyond that, everyone can
scream as loud as they want.
((A slight editorial deletion here, to reduce the
number of trees needing to be killed for future lettereoluims. ...it has nothing at all to do with this
Just-added .... kicker of "roughly the same age"; not a
thing, I tell you!))
D'Ammassa: I don't think I have ever Seen a
didactic piece as a story—1984, BRAVE NEW WORLD, TOE
SLEEPER WAKES, EREWHON, WALDEN TWO, and on and on, are
not stories, they are lessons; there Is no development
within such a piece that is not governed by by the
author rather than internal events; as such It echoes
soaperas whose development Is governed by ratings
rather than by logic. There is no escape within such
a piece, we must listen, children, this ie the way the
world is. Soma parts of some worlds are like that; I
dislike the sanctimonious certatnity displayed...
I agree with everything Robert A.W. Lowndes writes,
and am glad that another section of sf's history Is to
be examined/wrltten about. I was only yesterday re
reading the French (translated) history of sf illustra
tion which gives, In addition to some marvellous I Hoes,
synopses of various stories published at the time.
Many sound Invigorating In concept (and a lot of heroes
heroines get killed, according to the selection; I
thought the death of the protagonist was evidence of
'serious literature'?)..,
(A80: a sidebar, really. Thinking of the average
walking pace as three miles an hour, I realised quite
recently that devoid of other forms of transport, lack
ing ships planes cars and the rest, we'd be confined to
an Island that would take six months to traverse; .It
would takfe a week to contact someone I can phone tn ten
seconds.., Add to distance the fact that there are
fifty tWo mt 11 ton people In my country alone, and tf I
even contact one person In a hundred tn my lifetime, no,
one In a thousand, that's fifty thousand people... what
is all this rubbish about proper representation?)
Chris Sherman Is correct, I do tend to step onto a
soapbox at times and sound off as loud as may be, but
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who'd notice me otherwise? A friend says I should—I
BILLY WOLFENBARGER .......................... ......................... .. .......... ..
Wonderful 15 th annlsh of UuhdoAxcU,
believe you say 'go with the Flow'...let things go on
as they are and enjoy the btts I can and let the
for which you can Justly feel proud. It seems the
others watch, read, discuss, Idolise things they like
best Issue I've seen for quite a while. I got off on
the Brad Foster and Atom covers, S the weird lettering
...I can't. The day you stop contributing Is the day
from Foster.
you stop thinking, isn't it? Hm, on reflection,
arrogance... To refuse to oppose the patently false
George R.R. Martin's piece was something of a
because ft brings disdain from your peers Is the first
blast. Won't he please do a regular column for you?
step to totalIterianism...and how's that for contenBob Tucker Is entertaining, as ever. Good ole
Tucker. If he ever put ail his fanwrltfngs Into one
tlous...7
Hm, 113 films between 1st July and 31st December; volume, how many pages would it take? ^7.685* more or
that's one every day-and-o-half. Slowing down? I've
less, huh?
sgfd before that it's Impossible for me to see most of
It's a great pleasure to see Doc Lowndes back In
those you list even if I had the cash; the uk cable
OudWORlcU with his "Understandings". I've enjoyed his
writing a long time, from artlcles/essays, fiction 6
system was only allowed on the order that It wouldn't
broadcast explicit adult movies, and our broadcast
poetry. And I'm stilt very grateful to him for pub
regulations already forbid the display of material
lishing new stories (they were new then--ln StaJMIng
that would shock or cause offence. Not violence, you
Uy&teny Stohleh and MagazZne
HoVloR) from Stephen
understand, Just sex. So roughly half what you list
King, Janet Fox and Ramsey Campbell. {"The Scar" re
would be banned, and a half of the remaining would
mains one of Ramsey's‘favor!tes.) And I simply want
only be shown In censored form {THE DEEP has been shown to reassure Doc his writings are a most welcome and
twice, the first time they cut out one section, the
pleasurable experience In OuIlWkMt.
second, they cut three; In the case of the James Bond
Also greatly enjoyed Stephen Leigh's piece.
films, estimates reckon that almost one fifth of the
films are now being cut out...)
Otherwise, I've had a bummer of a new year so far
Oh, films, me? Well, the cheapness of our local
--for the most part. Since last Christmas I've had
theatre, and a lover, has meant a once a week trip to
the Flu twice, and the unholy Writer's Block; Just
the new stuff out, risking what I know won't be great
managing to eeeak out a few things; only now am I able
viewing on the chance she'll like It. TERMINATOR (she
to really begin again with the writing I really need
adored it, I guessed the ending In the first five
to do. Writer's Block Is terrible, S I wouldn't wish
minutes), (MIO (nothing happens, damnlt, but In that
It upon anyone. It's been a titanic struggle, staying
way, It's accurate to the book), DONE... i mean DUNE,
up until, usually, 2 a.m., unable towrite. Though I
etc.
have been reading quite a bit—most lately things like
1501--: It was fascinating to see a twenty year
King's PET SEMATARY, Elizabeth Llnnlngton's POLICEMAN'S
old diary (which essentially Is what Ou.tHiafiZdA I Is,
LOT, and am presently reading KILLER by David Drake S
Kari Edward Wagner. And I've been trying to keep up
don't you agree?) and Its mentions of sf's output at
the time. JW Bibliophile. evolved, and I was lucky
with TwiZighZ Zone., especially.; my current newsstand
enough to get the final bibliography, now needing a
favor!te.
lot of revls Ion.. .woul d have loved to read the series
Meanwhile, I try to keep plugging along. (2/2H/85)
of articles on Piper (my own recent article failed to
penetrate the H B Fyfe mystery, would that someone
...plgase DO, Bitty! Even tho we've only met once (8
would finally ciear It up)...
that now ten years ago) in the twenty some years we’ve
End before I start again. The iiloes are
'known' each other... you are one of those I do what I
astonishingly good, the alphabet should be used at
do for... (...who knows: tenative plane are for my
least several times an issue for the next year, re
next Trip Out There... in '86 or '87... to be to the
prints from earlier Oudwohtdi would be welcome, BOLERO Pacific Northwest. Ie Norwescon as good as Ken
was a lovely movie, the £/$ exchange rate Is a crock,
dosenhans keeps saying it is...?)
t like your magazines very much, this Is the end. 7/14
VAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAWiZAVAVAdAVAyAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAV

BOLERO was, if possible, less erotic than TARZEN THE
APEMAN.,,and aertainly lees (intentionally) entertain
ing. U X first got to know George Martin when we
stopped at hie Chicago apartment on the way back from
BYOBcon 5...July, 1975. There, among other wonders,
George showed uo hie rejection slip collection.. .and
a story that had. collected something like 45 rejections.
It was there that I teamed that my Good S Dear Eriend,
Ro Nagey-the-Nriter (as he was known in those less
cosmic days) could in no way compete with George's
impressive accumulation. In fact, it came out that Ro
had yet to have even SUBMITTED a story. *sigh* Heroes;
who needs 'em? H I understand that George eventually
sold THAT story Md if 0M A dAJd... But I won’t re
gale you with any more "George" stories.. such as hie
horrific behaviour at Ro 8 Lin's wedding, or print the
transcript of 16 HOURS of tape Ro has on him. ..if he
will Just cut out wasting his fanwritings on Glicksohn!
I've always considered myself the more prompt faned,
and I certainly don't embarass him in public—as much.
If ..'-.Say, Ian... re: your-lady-of-the~ciw.ma~viewings—
two Questions cry out to be asked. One is my own
eurioMity... and the other to prevent Naomi from going
for the throat and wasting valuable Work time doing so.
Question Ona: Is 'she' "of roughly the same age" as
you? Question Two': Are you both fertile? t And the
reason Naomi responds to you at work is, as a result
of her own past fertility, it 'e the only place she has
time to. U Why do I have the feeling that if the two
of you meet—unknowing—you'd make a very Cute Couple?
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MIKE GL1CKS0HN .................................. .. ..........................................

If Brad Foster doesn't get a Hugo
nomination and'a Hugo this year then there will be
serious cause to doubt the vaunted Intelligence of
science fiction fans once again* It Is rare that an
artist of Brad's talent combines hts degree of ability
with his amazing prollficlty and he deserves to be en
couraged and thanked for his considerable contribution
to fanzine fandom of late. (That way he might con
tinue prodmlng covers long enough for me to get
around to doing another X&nium before he burns out,
but don't mention that, okay?!)
I liked the overall Impact of 0W4j because I'm
one of the old school that still enjoys a good oldfashioned genzine and 43 was definitely that. Not
too much Bowers, of course, but one can't go both ways,
can one, and I'm sure there are three or four smaller
Issues already op their way to me filled with your
usual brand of soul-barlng/searchlng and whimsically
arcane esoterlca. 1 also thought the concept behind
reprinting the original OW #1 was highly creative even
If the Issue Itself wasn't. At least I can now say
that In at least one sense I've got a "full set" of
OutwonZdi.
I note that you are once again following In my
editorial footsteps and have a George Martin conven
tion speech as a feature of the Issue. It's good to
see you aren't above stealing my good Ideas and pre
serving the historical continuity of our publishing
rivalry. 1 thoroughly enjoyed this particular speech
(not that I've ever read one of George's speeches that
I didn't enjoy, and that Includes the unpublished one
I've got on file In case there's ever another Xe,dZum)
because It told me things about George's background
that I hadn't previously known. Since i have to
Introduce him at RtVERCON this summer I was grateful
for the ammunition!
I can understand Bob Tucker's feelings about the
blatant commercialism of the Star Trek plate offer but
I can also understand why BJo would put her name to
It. Star Trek, after all, has always generated a
targe degree of heavy-wetght huckstering and If
there's money to be made from It why chouldn't It go
to someone who did a lot for the show Initially with
out thought of profiteering? I'm sure Bjo's done
quite well out of ST, thank you, but she's earned1 It
and I'm damn sure If there was a way the rest of us
could make some extra cash out of our Involvement with
science fiction most of us would Jump at the chance.
Hmmm...the limericks prove once again that there
Isn't much room fur poetry In fanzines. Especially
poorly done, non-scanning and dubiously rhymed poetry.
Still, the layout was nice...
I for one am glad you talked Doc Lowndes Into
renewing his column. There aren't enough of the
pioneers still active that we can afford to waste
those we have. I may not agree with his taste In
science fiction but I enjoyed reading hfs comments
about the early days and I hope he'll once agagin be
come a regular contributor to your pages.
The letter from Chris Sherman Is an excellent
example of the worst features of modem word-process
ing equipment. It's so easy to preserve one's words
that some writers tend to Jet their personal editorial
Standards lapse and It strikes me that Chris has done
Just that. This so-called letter Is one of the worst
pieces of over-written rubbish I've had to wade through
tn months. I have the definite feeling that If Chris

had needed to sit at a typewriter to compose this sort
of stuff he'd never have let himself get carried away
to the dismaying extent that he did. Of course, the
people who publish this inferior quality work must
shoulder a sizeable chunk of the blame as well. As
yourself the "Stephen King" testt if you'd received
that letter from someone whose name you didn't
recognize would you have used It? In terms of writing
quality It falls so far short of your norma! standards
that I'd be amazed If your answer was 'yes'.
This Is the second time (but the first In print
for genera' consumption) that Mister Locke has tossed
down the gauntlet and challenged me to doubt the avail
ability of hts supply of superior single malt scotch.
Of course, the wily devil knows that without a car
there is little 11ke!I hood that I'll be testing him in
the next little while so he probably feels fairly safe.
One of these days/months/years however I'll call hts
bluff, show up on his doorstep, pick the bugs from be
tween my teeth and demand that he put up or s hit up.
And we'll sit down to Insult each other, try fruitless
ly to convince each other how our stand on such-an-such
a fannish Issue Is the right one and enjoy a few
glasses of the good stuff... probably from the bottle
I'll have tn my saddlebag, Just In Case!
Beyond the fact that he liberally sprinkles his
article with my name, Dave continues to write your most
consistently enjoyable material. Even when he doesn't
particularly have much to write about he manages to do
so with such style and deftness that his work is always
a Joy to peruse. His work Is a never-ending testament
to the fact that good scotch Is never wasted, even if
It's Just sitting tn a closet In case of unexpected
arrivals!
Steve's piece was cute. Slight, but cute. Guaran
teed to appeal to all the women on the OW mailing list.
No, strike that. Guaranteed to appeal to almost alt
the women on the OW mailing list. And not a few of the
men as well. Not me, though. I'd rather Steve wrote
shout anything at all In preference to his writing
about raising his undeniable cute child. On the other
hand, I'd rather Steve wrote about raising his undeni
ably cute child Instead of not writing at all so I
guess I'll shut up and move on to another paragraph
before someone reminds me that If people didn't perform
like Steve and Denise I'd soon be out of a job and have
to actually work for a living...
I was a little baffled by BEB's comment about
fannish fame coming to those who can best socialize at
cons: who do you suppose he was thinking of? When I
run down a 11st of fans who to my mind are "famous"
within the microcosm they all tend to be people who
have earned that reputation through long hard work.
Perhaps, though, Brian Is thinking of the fllkslngers
who arq popping up as guests of honour at some cons of
late? Certainly I don't recognize their names but I'm
sure they've earned their own form of fame via the
vocal equivalent of letterhacktng, article writing and
fanzine publishing. In all honesty I cannot think of
a single Well Known Fan whose only "claim to fame" Is
an ability to function glibly in social situations.
Can you?
Like Brian, though, I wish you much luck with the
CORFI.U bid. January isn't my first choice for times
to visit Cincinnati (and the isBO's aren't my choice
of decade for going south to the land of the Big Buck)
but I'll see what I can do. Is there any truth to the
rumour that If you win you're going to make all
attendees bring a new Issue of their fanzine with them
Just to defuse the arguments that CORFLU reduces fan
zine production?
(3/2/85)
...and give you anexouBe for not coming? V The trouble
Mike, with "following tn (your) editorial footsteps"...
ie aeBthetie! I'd'hate to have to walk bo minaingly. I
think you've forgotten about 0V34...also. 1 Ab a Vise
Short Person once said: "There are those who Talk the
Talk ... and then there are those who go ahead and
Pub their Ish." t Tour use of the amo Was deadly....'

........................................................
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George Martin’s speech from
Electracon stirred up a lot of memories of my own past
and introduction to SF. I too was a comics reader,
though not a fan. I thought about writing letters to
the comic books, but never got around to doing It. My
sense-of-wonder was stimulated by the Tom Swift, Jr.
series, which led to the discovery of Alan Nourse's
ROCKET TO LIMBO and eventually Heinlein's HAVE SPACE
SUIT—WILL TRAVEL, Norton's Time Trader Series, and a
host of others. Fandom was a long way off tn my
future from that time, and It's been almost ten, happy
delightful years since I Joined, years t wouldn't
trade for anything (--well, almost anything!). The
topic of George's speech Is one that I could listen to
from various fen for hours—their first awakening to
the Joy of reading SF, to the discovery of other
people who also read it, to the thrill of finding fan
dom. Almost every story Is the same, yet different-different authors found first, different interests
leading to the same fandom.
I too received a flyer announcing the Star Trek
Plate of Mr. Spock that Tucker speaks of Mala and I
both laughed about it. It seems as though people will
try anything to make a buck. His comments about the
post office had me chuckling. I myself have had
little trouble with the local branch, but I have heard
other, weirder stories from fellow fans.
Just as George Martin's speech sent me back to my
early days In reading SF, Robert Lowndes' article
prompted ;mc to think of my earlier youth and how much
like him I was. I disliked sports (still do) except
maybe swimming (good exercise and enjoyable), and
would rather have spent the time reading. Although my
parents encouraged us kids to read, they also wanted
us to get out and play. I did, occasionally, and when
I got Into Scouting, they knew I would at least par
ticipate In some sort of activities (which I did, to
the point of finally becoming an Eagle Scout). I
stlllmanaged to maintain my Interest In reading along
with the Boy Scouts, being on the high school swim
teem, and maintaining a B average In academics. Sci
ence Fiction, once discovered, remained my favorite
form of literature for reading. And Fandom? Once I
got Into that, I too set my life up around fannlsh
events, particularly conventions. When I have to'set
up my yearly schedule for dorm duty at school, I make
sure that I have my convention weekends off. If some
one asks me to trade weekends (or parts thereof) , I
check the convention calendars first. SF and Fandom
are a big part of my life, and I loathe to give up any
part of it.
I agree very much with Lowndes' assessment of SF
(which can be applied to all forms of literature);
It's meant to be an escape, a means of entertainment.
And "...any other values therein are bonuses." 3/5
...I got the "limited firing" flyers a HEAR earlier!
WALT WILLIS

...........

I particularly appreciated the Lowndes
column because 50 years ago I could have been seen
trudging up the Newtownards Road with copies of the
very magazines he mentions. The issues of AjnazZng and
Wondtf. he missed during scarlet fever quarantine were
returned to the wholesaler and shipped to the UK as
ballast, where they were sold In Woolworths for my
lunch and bus money. (Fewer fans nowadays I imagine
have actually suffered privation and hardship for sci
ence- fiction.) in case you're wondering why my mother
didn't suspect about the lunch and bus money, I used
to stay late at school anyway looking after the
library and reading back through the bound volumes of
PttttcA; which I noticed started to become funny in
1926. The same year, you will remember, In which
Burbee invented sex. What can be the significance of
this?
(3/27/85)

.. • that Bex is funny; ...unless Punch became erotic?

TERRY JEEVES .......................... ............ ..

I was Intrigued by your comment on the
'numbers' game and fan-pubblng. I have no idea just
how much I've written and drawn for various fanzines
over the years. However, apart from co-edltlng various
zines (Space. TZmtA, Tn/ode. [1? Issues]), etc., I can
list my own publications fairly quickly:
ERG Quo/cZeAZt/ 91 Issues since #1 In April, 1959.
utounding ChtMiAt, PaAdt 1,263
1/e.etoA
1, 2, 3 8 4
ERG Zu the USA My combined trip reports for
1980 and 1982.
Down McmoAt/ Bank Lane The complete 12 parts (80+
pages) of my memories - now on sale at $3.00 a copy.
But the real point of all such activity, Is not
to pile up mythical credits In some fannlsh heaven-but to have FUN—and I have achieved that,
I like the Foster alphabet--and It reminded me
that I haven't seen that old standby of neofen for
quite a whlIe--remember "A Is for Atom, B Is for Beanie
..." and so on. It used to crop up every few years
when a new fan discovered fandom.
On unions—not a lot to say except that once they
were both needed and useful. Nowadays as with our
recent 12 month miner's strike they are pointless and
harmful to the men, the Industry and the country. As
for 'fair play' and 'Jobs'... Those miners who accepted
redundancy rather than accept Jobs at another lot got
a thundering great E36OOO or about three times what I
got on medical retirement after 54 years war service
and 32 years as a teacher!
Nice LOCcol, and some familiar names therein.
Bob Lowndes's new ‘Gernsback Era' sounds great—
where can I get a copy and how much? By 0 coincidence,
I have a 6 page article In the next EAg In which I
comment on Gernsback's Science 8 Invention for 1926.
Small world Isn't It? Anyway let's have more stuff
like this.
(3/30/86)
ROBERTAS. LOWNDES ........... ............ .. ............ .. .................... ..

in respect to the Gernsback book:
It's still a "work tn progress". I sent Mike Ashley,
who Is the over-ail editor, the finished version of my
section In May. He received It (he needed ft before
he could start on his section) and wrote me that he
wouldn't be able to get to reading It for 0 month or
so,, at earl test. I'm stilt watting to hear from him
as to suggestions for final corrections, etc., before
I send my original to Or. Jeffrey Elliot. Elliot,
too, has to do a section, as does Sam Moskowitz. So
I think It very unlikely that the completed mss. will
get to the publisher before the end of the year. Thus,
there won't be any reliable data about publication
date before 1986.
(7/17/85)
OuduroAtdi^-the famine that Answers All, Sometimes,
Regarding the next installment of 'Understandings.,.:
There's good news and bad news.
The good news is that I've finished the first
draft, and have started on the final version. The bad
news is that I won't get back to It for some weeks at
the earliest, and very possibly not until September.
.. .whenever. This IS a famine, after all. I'm
fust glad you agreed to continue the column!
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AL SIROIS

I am not even going to try to figure out
your numbering system...or why 0W began In 1970 but
really got started in Ig66...or your pagination...or
where the hell you get all your energy from...I wifi
settle for saying, Instead, "congratulations’* and
"shoot for 15 more".
I appreciated the graphic addition of the U.S.
We«l4 6 Nohtd Report page at the head of Cockroach
Cluster. Old you notice that Dr. Schreiber received
notice In EigtuAc’s "Dubious Distinction Award"
section?
It's always kind of fun to read "how I got start
ed" articles, which Is why I liked the piece by George
R.R. Martin. When I think about it, It'S kind of odd
that I didn't get Into writing to comic book letter
columns. I simply never thought of It, for some
reason. I read lots of comics, but the resulting out
put was drawings, not writing. Plus, I didn't know
about comics fandom. I suppose that if Ihad found
out about It, I would certainly have sent out some
artwork...al though In those days (mfd-Sixties) my art
work was crude at best. Then again, judging from what
I have seen of fanzines from that era, I was still a
better artist than most.
I never did go tn for super-hero-f Ictlon, thank
chrlst. I was too busy doing James Bond parodies. In
fact, I cut my authorial teeth on that sort of thing
...I once did a series of parodies, one for each James
Bond book. These monstrosities ran about 50 (singlespaced) pages each. I still have a few, hidden away.
I don't knew why i keep 'em...they're pretty bad.
That was In my mid-teens, when I was also writing
pastiches of Edgar Bice Burroughs. One of those
actually made It Into print, In a round-about way...It
turned up In Ch.zepy or EeAte as a comic-story script,
with art by Gray Morrow. By that time, though, I had
already published my first sf short story, and was
deep Into a freelance art career.
The only difference between me and Martin Is that
he Is respected and oft-published. Otherwise, the
background Is pretty similar.
■Oh shit! I forgot to mention Brad's front cover.
I think someone should give the guy a Hugo...he's
really doing it right.
Hah! Tony Cvetko a yuppie? 1 characterized myslef as a yuppie not long ago and was roundly ridi
culed by a woman at work who, like myself, Is a
refugee from the sixties. We are both 20 years out
of style, but with Politically Correct hair, I still
have sixties values, which is, I guess, the point. I
also subscribe to the credo that 9 out of 10 people

should be lined up against a wall and shot. Either
that or thrown Into the big pit which I am going to dig
as soon as 1 am elected king. Alt the yuppies are go
ing to go into the pit. 1 have a feeling that Tony
will be on the rim, with me, pushing the motherfuckers
over.
I have been reading FEAR AND LOATHING: ON THE
CAMPAIGN TRAIL '72 by Dr. Hunter S. Thompson. Highly
recommended for anyone who has forgotten quite why he
or she Is angry. It didn't take long for me to re
alize that Thompson, despite his craziness, speaks for
all of us who Give a Shit.
I didn't like the 1tmmericks. You should have
had Alexis Gilliland re-wrlte and Illustrate them.
Brad Foster's OWphabet, on the other hand, is a
truly Impressive piece of work, and a natural for a
fanzine. Really very good!
1 found Doc Lowndes column particularly enjoy
able. Ya know, he does kind of remind me of Harry
Warner! Fandom could‘stand more moderation. I liked
this piece so much that I got hfs address—my girl
friend's parents are close friends with his sister,
Ruth—and sent him a copy of my own fanzine. I hope
he keeps writing for 0W—his piece may well have been
the best thing In the Ish.
I got a kick (no pun) out of Leslie David's
statement about hoping to dance until her feet are
bloody little stumps. Quite an image.
I kind of thtnk Chris Sherman Is overdoing It. I
mean, sure, ft's neat to work on word processors...
and sure, you can work lots faster...but the rascals
promote a certain sloppiness. For Instance: last
month I wrote a 3k-page short story on my computer,
and took It from conception to manuscript In eight
days. Thing is, I wrote It too fast! In the normal
course of events, those
pages would take me about
three weeks to a month to do....and then I'd let it sit,
then I'd haul the fucker out a while later and re-read
It, then revise It...but as ft Is, It's already out
making the rejection rounds. I think It Is very
important for those of us who write on word processors
to get an outside opinion. I.e., workshop the sunnuvabltch. I think that when a writer uses a word pro
cessor, less time is spent on the crucial editing
stage of a work than Is necessary. Word processing Is
a boon for self-expression, but It means nothing as
far as writing. Sherman himself admits that he has
become a better editor than he Is a writer. And, he
would be more accurate If he said that his letter was
contained in 9kO7 bytes.
Dave Locke's column was pretty lightweight.
Either that, or my lack of Interest In scotch precludes
meaningful response. The Curry cartoons are pretty
Funny though. Also, I would like to hear mere about
the dead cat In the Resnick's freezer.
I can see why VtAiVt didn't publish the continu
ation of the Coleman/Benford rap session. Utterly un
remarkable tn content, no different from manya rap
I've had with fans and friends.
Hey, the Jtm Shull cartoon character didn't have
a bow tie and wasn't holding a book! That wasn't the
Jim Shull I remember.
I thought the Wolfenberger poem was very loving.
Gave me a good feeling when I read it. Worked on a
couple of levels. Nice work.
I also found each and every ATom Illustration to
be flawless. How the hell does he do that?? I wish I
could drew that way.
If you take Corflu k, I'll be there. Let's see,
I cotild bring my drums...or better yet, some of Dr.
Schreiber's super-roaches!
(2/27/85)
...you do that, At-) that way T won't have to eater the
banquet. Just provide the chocolate. And Whipped cream.

, aeeoon as I tell you that I Also Heard From

SHERYL BIRKHEAD, BILL BREIDING, BRIAN EARL BROWN, and
EOD VICK ...that wraps (unless I misfiled} 14 pages of

commentary on the 60 pages of the 15th Anniah. Thanks!

August 12th, and counting,
Saturday evening I finished typing up At Sirois '
Loc...and started something which may be inserted be
tween that and this. Or it may not,
Yesterday I spent working up the Christopher S
Locke 'layouts'. ..and working out a baste plan for
thish, Normally...and you'll fust have to accept
this as an article of faith... issues are planned
sequentially and, except for amtiohes, pretty well
typed that way. This one isn't working that way...
and it certainly isn't what I envisioned when I
first started thinking of the "Austin Issue"...
Than again, it may end up being a Better Issue
for all of this..,.
I probably should be working on my 'speech'.
No probably about it... Well, I VO have a 'title'
l/W
I Ui Wf Mt Ml///for it...
Beat, real soon, now.
In the meantime, after a latecomer, 3 or 4
letters from those who'd received 0V44 before 45.
I also have a swiftly growing stack of comments
on the 44/45 combo issue.
I am going to Catch Up on printing letters...
but somehow suspect this won't be the issue...
But we try. Into the night, we try...
ERIC LINDSAY ■ • *।।t,, ,,i

>

I wonder if It is merely that you are
swift at fanac, or am i slowing down as I grow older.
I have here OW kt, N2, and kJ. Loved the Wimpy Zone
Cover. And the article. Jackie and Dave outdid
themselves.
I liked your account of the Continental gamble.
I also don't bet, and every now and then wonder how it
would be to win fame and fortune by gambling. If I
were a millionaire, would I then spend much of my time
attending Cincinnati conventions? It Is tempting.
At Ausslecon It the fan rooms are in the base*
men^of the Victoria hotel. Just next to the bar..Just
about all the local fanzine fans are booked into the
Victoria. The "official" hotel Is the Southern Cross,
but I'm wondering who is going to bother going over
there? I suppose we'll have to send an envoy, for the
US fans who came on the package tours and were thereby
stuck at the "official" hotel, Instead of the fannish
one.
Alas, I can see Jackie doing all those non-fannlsh
things trying to smuggle tobacco to Bob Shaw. Why not
ask Marty Cantor to ship the stuff? Also the "com
bustible products" not permitted doesn't hold up, un
less you folks make your paper for letters out of
something mighty different to our paper.
Fan feuds certainly do seem Inevitable, and i
rather enjoyed your world weary withdrawal from the
TAFF matter.
I used to feel taxed to death; of course, now I'm
not working, I don't feel that way. Now 1 feel that
I'm trying to recover the past two decades of my taxes.
I overlooked the matter of tax returns; unfortunately,
this year I still earned enough to have to fill In a
return. Real Soon How 1*11 actually get round to
doing so. Meanwhile, I acquiring my computer fixes
on the barter system.
Loved Brad Foster's alphabet, but why not remove
the borders when using them with text?
Bob Tucker's comments on the post awful are ail
•too true, and merely repeat what we ail know. Fandom
is at peril. Indeed, I notice Robert Runte mentioning
that his fanzine Is now parttally available by
electronic mall on one of the computer networks. I
foresee editorials twenty years from now telling of
the decline of the phone system, and how fandom is at

pert 1.
I'm delighted to see Doc Lowndes say that he wants
stories with plausible extrapolations on present day
science. That is what f like In my sf, but various
critics keep telling me my taste Is too low brow.
Stuff them.
(7/24/651

5Trie Is wrong—the bar's on the mezzanine, & the fan
rooms are next door. He's thinking of a previous con
“"where we had to trek up 2 flights of stairs to get a
drink. We met on those stairs—ah, how romantic It
will be to return to the scene of the...
Your zine has the most attractive layout I've
seen In a fanzine tn a long time. ,,,,,,,,, JEAN WEBER
...oma, shucks.' « This is rapidly becoming a Tradition
—Jean correcting/footnoting Eric's letters. But then
Eric is so eminently correctable, isn't he? f I will
get down to see you people someday; I was going to
stand for BUFF this time...but after some thought, I
decided that I'd rather go some time when every other
person I ran into wasn't North. American,.. Little ole
me might get lost in that crowd.
MIKE GLtCKSOHN

......... .. .........................

I think what surprised me the most about
OWkk was realising that It had been almost five months
since your last issue. I'm getting so far removed from
fanzine fandom that I hadn't even missed you!
it's more than a little awesome to think that
Will Is Is personally responsible for preserving some
thing as historically Important as the Magna Carta.
For that tidbit and his line about the AMA end lawyers
OWkk was well worth the price of admission.
When I sat down to start this toe about five
minutes ago I was expecting to write a short paragraph
about how boring all the natter about computers was to
me and how you'd never catch me writing anything along
those lines In any of my fanzines (coff, coff) or Iocs.
Then In the middle of the previous paragraph Doris
called and among the things she mentioned was the fact
that, after stating categorically for the last few
years that she'd never want a computer tn the home
since she works with them all day, she's seriously toy
ing with the Idea of getting herself a computer. And
she doesn't even read OW let alone loc It! I may well
end up the only fannlsh person I knew who doesn't own/
use/work with computers but by golly 1'11 stick to my
guns.i. unless, of course, she gets a printer...
Good letter from Norm Hollyn, even if ft Is a
little hard to believe that your average allergist has
little flakes of elephant sitting around the lab Just
to test IJttle boys for pet potential. Gee, Norm, my
Post Office story Is about a rubber stamp almost
identical to yours but for Teaneck, New Jersey; makes
you wonder Just hew many of those stamps the system
has, eh? (Or, same thing, how many post office depots
there are in the United States.)
t definitely think It's about time Skel at least
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got a nomination for Best Fanwrtter, don’t you? Even
when he doesn't have a hell of a lot to say he says it
in such an entertaining manner that the thought of yet
another writing Hugo going to the likes of Gets or
Brown Is enough to make one throw Up. (My OED, by the
way, has "twee" in It but it comes In two volumes, not
one, so may not be considered a dictionary by Paul.
Happily the OED passes all three of my tests for a
dictionary, with valid explanations of "ehergumen",
"xenium" and "fioccinauclnlhl1Ipl1Ificatlon", so I'm
willing to overlook the fact that it refuses to ac
knowledge the existence of marijuana.) Although I'm
on frequent public record as being an ardent admirer
of the humorously adorable wombat Skel probably didn't
know that for a brief period of time I seriously con
sidered getting myself a pet ferret. Doris was with
me when we saw a cage full of baby ferrets and they're
really beautiful gracious creatures, as they flow with
boneless grace about their world. Happily, I'm a
Taurus so It takes me months or even years to act on
one of these Impulses and by then cooler and more
sensible heads have prevailed so the only pet I have
at this time Is the worm In the bottle of tequila
Harper brought back from Mexico with him. So it goes.
(7/11/85)
.. .pitiful, isn't it, how these formerly active faneds
have to resort to such subterfuge to work into a toe
the titles of their former feeble attempts at glory.
Sad. f ...but your introduction of George Martin at
Hiveraon was classic, Mike; well worth an issue of
any of the above... (Of Course ole George didn't do
too shabby in rebuttal; it's really a shame that the
routine wasn't recorded.,.for it Maa one of the more
enjoyable bits of formal programing I've experienced.)
TONY CVETKO ........................ .......... .. ................................................

I was looking through the pile on the
floor making another pile of stuff ready for the trash
& remembered you gave me OW44 at Midwestcon 5 you
actually put an X on It. God, why do I have to loc
every issue? It's not fair.
So, wasn't the con fun? Almost like the old
Autoclaves for the old gang that showed up. Nice, I
guess, to see you again, even If ever so briefly. So
what's new? Congrats on your promotion, if It's some
thing you wish to be congratulated on. I assume so.
You never got around to talking about Corflu, you
know. Let’s here some gossip.
Me? I’ve lost 25 pounds tn 3 months, 15 since
Midwestcon. Unbelievable.
The Midwest is still here, and fuck those East
Coast/Vest Coast wlmpolds who think otherwise.
And I guess that's my stim letter on a slim
issue. Does this erase the X?
(7/S1/85)

...with a tec on a two issue old OW? Oh, well...but
watch out next time. 1 Say, Tony, do you realise it's
been a bit qver(!)nins years ulnae I catted you in the
middle of a week and said..."How bored are you? Why
don't we go to Hiv^rean this weekend...?" #3, I guess
—and here we both are, still going to cons and all.
Some habits just die hard...I guess.

GEORGE 'LAN* LASKOWSKI .......................... ...........................

Hey, what's this slim twilltone
zine? OudWOhtdi #44? Ah, Bill's gone back to produc
ing the smaller Issues again. Curses, he says he will
have another out for SPACECON/RtVERCON. Maybe I can
write a loc on OW44 which will Insure me getting OW45.
If it has an Interview with Denise, I certainly do want
It!
I feel much the same way you do about publishing
fanzines. White In the midst of It I decide that I am
going to rest for a while and not put out another one.
But once the pages are collated, the zines In the malt
and the responses are coming In, the urge returns and
I prepare for another mammoth issue of Lm’5 lanteM.
In fact, the urge usually comes as the last issue Is
being wrapped up. The zine is In effect completed,
but there are other things coming up that should also
be written about and put Into the next one. So I get
going on that as well. It's a vicious cycle. But
above all. It Is fun. •
It is strange how kids pick up on the habits of
the oldsters tn a crowd. A school I taught at pre
viously had a day on which a student in each class
took the place of the teacher, and I saw my habits re
flected In the way those students taught the class.
The sitting on the desk in onr corner of the room, my
constant use of the word "okay", pacing back and forth,
putting something on the board and standing In front
of It saying, "Okay, do you understand?", these and
more (and I could give you things other teachers found
out about themselves) my "replacements" did and I saw
what I had to work on. I think I've managed to clear
most of the quirks except my use of the word "okay".
It's such a nice transition word, not quite like Skel's
"ferret" or "Cleethorpes", but sufficient for my needs.
There was one teacher who used the hypothetical student
"Nancy Farquard" In his stories about classes and such.
One teacher In the school picked up on It and when
comment-time rolled around, wrote comments about Nancy
Farquard In the style of five of the teachers (for her
five different classes) and turned them In to the
offish. It took several days before people finally
figured out who had actually done them. (And they've
been expecting me to do something similar ever since!)
By the way, congratulations on the new position.
I hope you'll be up to all the new responsibility. I
mean you'll have to wear a tie, and a suit (or at least
a sport coat), no Jeans, keep your hair trimmed, etc.
Think you're up to that Bill. (Or Is that Biff?) Can
we now look forward to larger and spiffier Ou&tohldil
(7/11/85)
...notice the bold, direct arid unashamed use of his
title., .the sign of an ACTIVE fanaine publisher! You,
sir, are invited to Corflu 4, should it come my way. t
Actually, I do now own a suit-that-fits: premiered at
Sid 4 binda'e .wedding a year ago this Week, it was in
truth purchased so I could get in The Magic Castle in
b.A, white out for Mean II. Seemed logical to ma. I
have worn it thrice to work—with appropriate shock
value each time—but keep it against the day I can re
deem the undated return ticket to the Castle I carry in
my billfold. As for work, when the forecast is 75 or
above, it 'a sandals di t-shirt; jeans about 001 of the
time, cords the remainder; winter uniform adds flannel
shirts to the extensive wardrobe. Fame A Success has
not gone to my head...)/// vty ///// //// MUMiW.
AL CURRY ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Realizing that your schedule of pubbtng
Owl Whorls Is somewhat frentlc, I suppose you may well
have put out an additional 3 or 4 Issues since #44.
So, why
I writing?
Do I.have cartoons In #44? No, and Christ knows
that's the only time you speak with proper civility...
when you want cartoons... srilff, sigh.
Do I have a loc to which you have responded In
your typically snotty fashion, oh ancient would-be deflcwerer of San Quentin quell? Again, the answer Is no.
No, William, you've Just been caught In the cross-
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fire of whlmsey.

(8/5/86)

Gee, Al, Z didn't knew it was "speak(ing) with proper
civility" that garnered me your cartoons. It always
seemed to me that it was shortly after I'd insulted
you most blatently that a batch would arrove. If I'd
only known sooner, I could have saved us both a lot of
... err.. . grief. fl Al's whimsey was struck in Bray,
County Vdaklow, Ireland,. .but rumor has it that he <f
Me. Lyn will be back in cineanity in October, I'm
sorry things didn't "work out", but (dare I say it)
it will be good to see them again. (There, Al, /Was
that 'civil'' enough for a new batch of cartoons?)
JODIE OFFUTT ............. ............................. ....................... ..

.
Well, here I urn, about to loc an Out~
tWhZdt, Oh, lord, no telling what I'm letting myself
In for. Bill, I .can't believe I was sitting In the
consulte at RtverCon reading a damned fanzine! I hope
nobody Important saw me. How fa-aa-aa-nish! (Too
much proximity to you and GHcksohn all weekend.)
You're getting a reprieve from the dot matrix.
MAC's Image Writer won't be that hard on you, though.
Why don't you have your eyes checked and stop bitching.
When we got the new MAC (Remember when MAC was a
worldcon In the midwest?), since It is the bigger
(512k), Andy took 1t and I got the old one (128k).
Two nights ago Andy was standing there minding his own
business—not at the computer—when it consumed Itself.
Fried. Smoke curling out of Its vent. Not a month old.
It was very traumatic for all of us.
We111 get a new one tomorrow and In the meantime
Andy continues working on mine, and I replugged in my
Big Red Machine. (We can't stop the real writing for
this fanzine stuff, now can we?)
A piggybacked OudMMdt. How nice. This Is the
first time in a long time I've read through a fanzine.
(Exceptions! TZme S Again, Ettle.— in truth, I've
skimmed some of that.sshh—and GafZZmaupu/.) Reading •
through It would not be unlike watching a soap opera
after a long hiatus, A lot of the names are the seme
with a few new ones, and It takes a while to pick up
on the conversation. I don’t like your not printing
addresses; that helps identify people. It always did.
Hagerstown I know, and Cincinnati and Toronto, but...
does this fellow live tn England? I think so. And
where does so-and-so live. For Instance, I always
went to know when I'm reading words from somebody on
the West Coast because you have to have a different .
attitude about those people.
There are some real honest-to-God quotable quotes
In here. Walt Willis's remark about the AMA using
lawyers Instead of white mice for experiments because
there're more of them and one Isn't apt to get fond of
them was worth alt the time I spent reading the zine.
And Buck Coulson's "Either It's fun, or it's nothing."
Is choice. I think maybe that's why I quit reading
fanzines and tocclng a few years ago. At some point
I realized the pressure of obligation—I think I saw
myselfmyself competing with Mike In getting Iocs pub
lished—was the extent of it, and It was no longer
fun. So I stopped.
Another thing that happened about that time was
an Influx of real crudztnes put out by 16-, 17-, and
18-year olds who had access to the school mlmeo. In
addition to being poorly reproduced, they were full of
typographical and spel11ng errors, and whatever
grammer, sentence structure and punctuation they'd
learned In grade school had been completely forgotten
by the time they reached senior high. On top of all
that, they were all being very philosophical. Very
heavy stuff, or so they thought. Now I ask you, how
phi losophtcal can a 17-year-old be? And how can you’
take It seriously when he doesn't bother to proofread
his copy, nor check for spelling errors and typos?
That also contributed to my gaflatton from fan
zines. And I may still be—even If I do have my very
own Macintosh.
I'll tell you what.' I don't Intend to swell my

computer files with letters to Ou/WokMil The Macintosh
has a little trash can down In the corner of the screen
and when you're through with a document, you drag It,
kicking and screaming all the way, to the trash can.
Then with a click of the mouse, you Empty Trash, and
It's all gone away. Pretty slick.
Skel: f couldn't find 'fout' nor 'twee' In any of
our dictionaries, Including a HUGE, library-size one.
I was sure they'd be In that one. I fall to understand
how any town with 70,000 people can be called a hick
town. Hick must have a different meaning in England.
Hick means small to me. I have not heard that John
Denver song, although I've heard about It and hope to
hear It some day. Toledo Is not a bad town. It Is
one of the few towns I've visited that I would like to
go back to, and every time I say that, whoever I'm
talking to Is simply incredulous. They have a museum
in Toledo that Is fantastic. Toledo Is the home of
the Libby Glass Co. which Is responsible for the
largest glass exhibit In the country at the museum.
The building Itself Is a work of art. As I was leaving
-*l almost missed this—I saw a photography exhibit
that I was so taken with that I subsequently enrolled
in two photography courses, and as a result have had
hburs of pleasure learning photography and appreciating
the art. (I couldn't say much for the convention we
went to Toledo for, but that was Andy's problem, not
mine. I had lots of time to go to the museum and out
to Libby's outlet store and buy lots of presents.)
Sure, I'd like to go back to Toledo.
Let me tell you about Lubbock, Texas, or Wheeling,
West Virginia, or Chillicothe, Ohio. Yuk! A hick town
Is not a hick town unless It has less than five to
seven thousand people In It. Right, Bill? I'm sure
glad I don't live In the midwest, but here In the
languid, hospitable, placid, easy-going, sunny South,
on the right (southern) side of the Ohio River. How
do you pronounce Cleethorpes?
1 like Jackie's Dialog heading. Nice. And so is
the dialog. Once you have a child, you also have a new
normalcy. And who knows about school, Denise? I went
back to college when my kids were In college. It was
—and <a—great.
After reading your reasons for bestowing OudlCohltU,
I'd add another one to the list: badgering. I think
you would not have given me this copy If I hadn't been
standing there staring you down. Well?
Bye, Bill. I enjoyed your OWs. Now I'll put them
right tn the vault with the rest.
(8/4/85)

...was that the time you were standing on Glieksohn's
shoulders.. .when you were "staring (me) DOW, I mean?
fl Actually, when I was stationed outside Kansas City Mo
—which is considerably larger than Cleethorpes—I
considered IT a 'hick' town, and drove to St. louis
every other weekend. Hf / MM M Wt M/ fl The
Mao back in her control, Jodie eent the piece that
starts on p. 1683.. .but refuses to comit herself to
a regular column. Some noneenee about school. Tell
you what, loyal Audience: lou helped convince Doe
Lowndes.. ,eo let's all work on Jodie now... (Just
another service of the Bowers~Bring-'Bm-Baak~From-Thc
Glades-Of-Gafia (Screaming-If-Necessary) Ltd. Okay?

...and, speaking of
hick towns,.. here,
formerly one of
Columbuses' finest
...now Cincy'g Own:
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NAOMI COWAN .....,,........... ........... ... .......... ...............................

Weil, as you know, I have followed the
Covell/Carol debate with some Interest. Mr. Covell,
when I read your comments about me I laughed. One good
insult deserves another I suppose. My Intention was
to point out the silliness and Inappropriateness of
Ignorant generalIzattons. (I told Mr. Bowers some”
thing like this at the time.) It seemed that you have
been calling Ms. Carol and, by extension, people who
thinks as she thinks, bigots, uninformed, narrowminded
etc. Frankly, I do not believe that "all" of "anyone"
thinks or acts the same.
My persona! experience and observations of close
friends experiences, generally match up with Ms.
Carol's. Now, Mr. Covell, If I understand you
correctly,, you are saying that If one desires a com
plete picture of those general qualities that make up
humanity, one must lock to both sexes. I agree with
this Idea, as the world exiets.
I do not think that
this Is how the world ought to be. Nevertheless, It
does back up the viewpoint that generally speaking the
two sexes have different expectations and outlooks on
life. Hany women In this country (but hot all, by any
means) feel the expectations that our society has of
them are unfair. I won't bore anyone with the details
of my personal life except to say that I am demonstra
bly healthier, happier and (even!) more attractive now
that I run my own household and do not live with a man.
Speaking of my personal life, I've been rather
amused by Hr. Bowers' version of It. Since I have been
occupied with endless months of endless overtime,
occasional nfghtschool and three small children to
rear, I am glad that someone has been paying attention
to my personal life. Mr. Bowers' Insufferably con
descending tone may well be correct, t sincerely try
to keep up a speaking acquaintance with my personal
life on every other Sunday and holidays, but am fre
quently too tired to care.
Mr. Bowers, as you know, I thoroughly enjoy your
opuses (opt?), both your own comments and other contri
butors. I find nearly everything stimulating In one
way or another and would like to thank all of you for
taking the time to share your thoughts. I am Just not
much of a writer (Mr. Bowers himself said I resembled
a computer, not so long ago) so my apologies to not
responding to at I of you... (hand-delivered 8/12/85)
...I don't recall saying that...but it does put you
one-up on the "system" you work on! V I do apologise
for picking on you in front of people who don't know
you; you are my friend, and I do worry about you...
even tho X do have the utmost admiration for the way
you cope with life. W Wf Ulf AWW/ « It's
Juet that... if you weren't so damn eanatimonious (such
as above}...and that’s all I'll say, except to remind
you that sanctimony is a Right reserved to Ma...here!
MANIA WOJTOWICZ......... .. .............. .. ................................................

I told you I got Inspired at Spacecon.
I couldn't possibly finish this loc by the time wa had
to leave for home. What follows Is a rather disjoint
ed bunch of paragraphs, prompted by reading 0W#bz-^5.
I'm exhausted.
In response to Jackie's "Pipe Dream", I think
there should be one phone number to call for Informa
tion about anything tn the world. I nominate the home
phone numbers of the guys who wrote Trivial Pursuit,
since they obviously know everything about everything.
It could be known as the International Information Ex
change. They'll answer your question If you provide
them'with a piece of trivia. This will be cheap and
easy since everyone kncws something that no one else,
knows.
I really enjoyed George's Electracon speech in OW
I always love to hear how "It all started" for
people. It always amazes me how often the discovery
of fandom, the future career, the husbend/wlfe Is come
on by accident. Every job i've ever had I got by
accident, coincidence or luck^ I came upon fandom
only by accident as well.

One thing that bothers me about fandom is that
even though I've known certain people for years, see
them all the time, and have shared many experiences, I
still don't knew very much about them. By that I mean
things like, where they went to school, what their Jobs
are now, what's their favourite color. It may sound
rather trite, but I don't think you can really know
someone unless you know something about their back
ground and what their Ilves are like away from fandom
and conventions. What I’d realty like to do Is sit
down with some of these people and do some Interviews.
Not like Dave's chats with fans which are more like
slices of current life and fannlsh activity (which I
really enjoy, by the way), but an actual biography.
Would anyone else be interested In something like
that? What do you think? '
ASIDE: The only good documentation for software
that I've seen Is the stuff t've wrltten. (Yes, I
know that sounds egotistical.) I'm constantly amazed
that even giants like IBM can't seem to find people who
understand computers and also know how to write clearly
and simply. I'm thinking of starting to do documenta
tion on the side. (I know my stuff Is good because my
company Is marketing my documentation on our office
automation system, Instead of using IBM's.)
In response to Gene Wolfe's quote of Ruth Plunily
Thompson, f have to say I don't know many men who have
retained their "childish sense of wonder and surprise,
that buoyant and boyish curlousity, love of adventure,
sense of fun, that craving for things new and Im
possible that give such zest and flavor to life". I
also don't know too many women who "are of necessity
practical and realistic and rarely gifted with a sense
of humor". I think both these statements are way off
track and can't possibly be applied to either sex in a
general way. Obviously there are individuals who match
these descriptions, but all men and all women? I hard
ly think so. Gene said the quote was Infiammatory. He
was right because It made me really mad.
Please tell Robert Lowndes that he Is far more
than "potentially Interesting". The times he wrote
about 1n 0WA3 may be history to me, but I love history.
I never bother with putting up and taking down
Christmas trees. When Christmas Is over (or whenever
I get around to It) I pick up the tree and put It back
tn the storeroom (fully decorated, draped In lights and
tinsel). Next time around it takes at least five
minutes to walk from the storeroom and plug It In.
Art If teal trees are wonderful,.
I have a theory that each Individual Is on a
separate time track which Is only occasionally Inter
active with those of the rest of the world. Everyone
has those days where every minute feels like an hour or
conversely when every hour feels like 30 seconds. But
the thing that really convinced me of this Is references
to past events on the evening news, f know for a fact
that Charles & Diana only got married a year or so ago.
They couldn't possibly have had time to have two
children. And that Incredible blizzard we had a few
years ago, there's no way that happened way back in 1977.
Didn't Mount St. Helens erupt last year some time? This
whole thing Is Pierre Trudeau's fault. Ever since he
quit as our prime Minister I can't keep track of any
thing anymore. For practically my entire life, if some
one asked me the name of the Prime Minister the answer
was always Pierre Trudeau. Then to make It worse, the
Premier of Ontario, who has been In power for about 107
years, also quit. I'm still not quite sure who's In
charge of the province these days. I'm so confused.
I, finally mustered up the great will power re
quired to get up before 8:30 a.m. and went to a Woman's
Network Breakfast. I've never been very Interested In
this kind of thing. . I guess I thought It wouldn't be
much use-. Boy was I wrong! I have to go now because
I've two articles towrite as a result. Now I'm really
exhausted.
(7/29/85)
...so am I, Hania...and the other 11 respondents (to
date) are simply going to wait a bit. I’m realty glad
you wrote...and they did, also... Until then... («/19/t5)
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ODDDonnnnnBDDaaananaanaDBDanarjtjnDnnnBaonnananaBQatJD
Dear Bill,
Really enjoyed your most recent con, the rules were a bit loose but did seem to pretty well cover
the necessary. I did have a lot of fun with the books and even managed to resist the temptation to
wander out Into the halt with one despite your provocation to the contrary. While the bar was really
nice I personally felt Insulted by the fact that you failed to provide either Calvados or Creme de
Cassis so I surreptitiously dipped Into the trash can once or twice and quietly trashed It, but it
appears that you attract a pretty good class of people--someone kept coming along behind me and putting
It back.
About that third rule: It seems to me that fandom will not long tolerate these sorts of restric
tions being forced on them by the aging BNF/SMOFs who have held It In bondage for so long. Face It
sucker, the fringe fans t Trekkies of the world are taking your sort to the wall--Real Soon Now,
The programming was great. The variation and quality practically unsurpassed In the annals of
fandom. Some program items were, of course,, more enjoyable than others but there's no accounting for
taste (the ginger-flavored one's are my favorite).
I did, and thanx.
See you next year,

Pave YodeA
Over the span of years, I've received a fair number of comments on my various fanzines.
Some good, some bad, most interesting (at least to me) they came in a wide variety of forms
the majority typed, some scrawled...and more recently in unaesthetic dot matrix. There
has been the verbal commentary--over phone and at con; and I was even once shown a T-shirt
LoC by Larry Downes. Still...
Sunday afternoon, at Spacecon 7/ I took down the copy of "da rules" that had been
.taped to the mirror over the bar, and instead of throwing it away, placed it in front of
Dave Yoder. . .who was seated at the
poker game.
"Write me a Loc on the con, Dave," I said...and wandered away.
A short while later...after wandering back...well! Some people are so suggestible!
Write me a Loc on this issue, Dave...

A Long Time Ago Rusty Hevelin wandered around the Midwest, wistfully mentioning that he’d
found this neat little Holiday Inn located next door to the Neil Armstrong Air S Space
Museum (located in some town both unpronouncable $ unspellable) that would be perfect for
a small con. Eventually, I took the hint...and volunteered both the pre-con slave labor
and an appropriate weekend:
The Tenth Anniversary of the Manned Lunar Landing.
Apart from the first year, which was a ‘real’ con--GoH, huckster room, banquet... and
an attendance of over 120--it has turned:.-into a relaxaCon that makes Midwestcon § Octocon
look positively over-programmed...with an average turnout of 60-70 each year.
And Rusty was right: If anyone at all has had any problem with the hotel over those
seven years, they haven't told me about it. The staff is ever-accomodating, even to the
extent of moving someone who had been 'living' on our fourth floor for a month this time...
People tell us they like the con; maybe they're right...a majority have been there at
least five or six out of the seven years....
And I generally have fun myself. At least once the hotel bill is paid off.
I think that's the problem: a couple of years ago, in order to get a cut rate § pre
serve our 'block' we started the procedure of one master bill from the hotel to Rusty and
myself...and the attendees paying us (rather than the hotel) for their rooms.
This is a great theory...and most of our patrons try to be accomodating. But...
This year; after Midwestcon, I came to A Decision.
I informed Rusty of it Saturday afternoon at Spacecon, and Sunday evening, after
everyone else had left, talked to Jackie Causgrove and Bill Cavin about it.
"It" is this:
There will be a Spacecon 8, next year—July 18-20. I hope...
...if enough of you reserve enough rooms through Jackie to make it a go.
Next year...1986...I'm going to go to Midwestcon and not have to hustle rooms. Next
year...1986...I'm going to go to Spacecon, pay my money, and find out what all you people
have been up to the last seven years.
• No...I'm not quitting; just taking a Sabbatical.,.
(And, if I'm still in the Midwest, I'll be back the following year to resume My Duty.)
In the meantime, Jackie Causgrove has "volunteered" to take over the co-chairmanship.
Thanks, Jackie...! know I*m going to appreciate it!
...and if enough of you clowns don't get it together in time to have the requisite
number of rooms for Jackie...
I'll be disappointed.
See you next year, Dave.
BZff BotVeAA (8/11/85)

